October 7, 2017

Dear Recipient,

RE: Music in Motion + Mitacs Sponsored Post Doctoral Fellowship
Alberta Bone and Joint Health Institute

A 2-year, fully funded by Alberta Bone and Joint Institute and Mitacs, post-doctoral position ($60,000 salary per year for 2 years plus $10,000 research costs) is available to suitably qualified PhD graduates with a focus on clinical research around obesity and osteoarthritis. Interested applicants should submit a 300-word expression of interest to:

Katelyn Reczek
Project and Reporting Coordinator
Alberta Bone & Joint Health Institute
Suite 400, 3280 Hospital Dr NW Calgary, AB T2N 4Z6
T: (403) 670-0886 F: (403) 283-1778
www.albertaboneandjoint.com

The expression of interest should briefly outline the focus of the proposed research. In addition the submission should include a copy of the CV of both the supervisor and prospective post-doctoral student.

The post-doctoral fellow will be expected to study under the supervision of a tenured academic at an Alberta post-secondary University.

A brief letter from the supervisor, submitted in confidence in a sealed envelope with the supervisor’s signature across the seal, should be provided nominating the prospective post-doctoral student.

This is a competitive opportunity open until 17:00 November 17, 2017.

Sincerely,

Martin Ferguson-Pell, Ph.D. C.Phys. FRSA
Executive Director ABJHI